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No matter which games for sale, people will be curious whether it will be successful. Although the
pre-sale performance is not very related to an MMO success, but if the sale cold before sale, is will
not an easy thing if you want to grow it. However, TERA does not seem to have these concerns, it's
has ran onto the top of the chartson of Amazon Download successfullin the first week sale. But it
has dropped to sixth place on the 7th; however, the top five are not online games.

It is just the right time now if you are going to add Tera Gold game. Before the 31st of this month,
players who buy the game can enjoy the paid price, and the skin of dragon weapons. Buy Digital
Collector's Edition from Amazon can ever get a special mount and two necklaces.

National costume so far, no company officially announced the agency news. However, the Taiwan
service station has said that TERA will be open tested in about the third quarter of 2012, and the
monthly fee priced at NT $ 500, the minimum annual payment of 30 percent off the average of NT $
350 per month. Players who interested to play the Chinese version can look forward to the service
station!
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Our company always provides you the a Maplestory Mesos for you. Just place an order and to enjoy
a Maplestory Mesos.
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